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6/14/2021 

 

LP National, 
As an executive member of the LPNH, as well as an individual member of the same, I am formally 
requesting a swift acknowledgment of the theft of LPNH assets by currently-suspended LPNH Chair, 
Jilletta Jarvis, and her co-conspirators; she has performed malfeasance in her role as LPNH Chair by 
arresting control of state party assets and sensitive member information.  
 
Most importantly, there are significant privacy concerns with her actions! 
 
Every LPNH member’s physical address, email address, and other sensitive information is now in the 
hands of a rogue (new) organization, which the vast majority of its members did not authorize, 
recognize, or elect.  
 
This recently-formed organization has an entirely separate leadership, a new set of unofficial and non-
affirmed bylaws, a new pledge, and new bank account.  
 
Jilletta’s alleged new organization would be a **completely separate entity** than the rightful and 
legacy/affirmed LPNH organization. Its individual members HAVE authorized the legacy/sanctioned 
LPNH organization be given access to personal/sensitive information.  
 
No such authorization by members has been provided, individually or in whole, for distribution of 
private information. Any data taken was without the consent of the members. 
 
As a paying dues and lifetime member of said established body of LPNH, **I do not authorize** my 
information be in the hands of any other organization; I do not give consent to this. Until our website 
LPNH.org is restored to the authorized agents of the LP state party (legacy organization/EC members) 
my information and others are illegally held without authorization or consent.  
 
The body of membership of the LPNH at large was not consulted in any manner before their information 
was stolen and provided to this new group; Jilletta Jarvis acted either by herself and/or with other 
nefarious actors to deliberately give private and sensitive member information to this new organization, 
while withholding it from the legacy/standing (and authorized) one.  
 
Jilletta seems under the impression she has the blessing of National and/or JBH to have done as she 
did—and has stated in writing she will only restore the stolen LPNH assets with an LNC ruling.  
 
Even though LNC has no legal standing with respect to LPNH assets, still, I am requesting that you please 
help resolve this immediately. She appears genuine in her statement that she will listen to National’s 
opinion regarding this theft of party property.  
 
Please request that she give back all stolen LPNH assets (its website; its social media accounts [which 
she or others have deleted data which constitute legal damages]; its email addresses (for standing EC 
members); and its domain name, LPNH.org. 
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I urge you to call for the restoration of legally-owned LPNH assets, and reprimand Jilletta for this 
violation of the NAP and organizational sedition (as well as any/all conspirators involved with the theft 
and repurposing of LPNH assets, including members’ private information).  
 
Theft is violence. This is not the way.  
 
Cordially and respectfully yours, 
 
In Liberty, 
Sean Dempsey, At Large 
LPNH Executive Committee 
Lifetime LPNH Member 
Lifetime LP Member  
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